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Check out our recommendations for this collection, hand-picked by our editors! FRENCH BY NATALIA is confidence in the choice
and first-class quality at affordable prices. All products are made exclusively from the highest quality materials. Collection FRNCH
B.N. it is a unique harmony of tradition and innovation. FR.N products are made at the highest level, and at the same time they are very
simple and concise. The Swiss quality of FR Nicholas, the simplicity and beauty inherent in a real city dweller, and lightness combined
with a sculptural design. New collection FR-B.N FILIE is a unique and exclusive design that captures the essence of the modern city
dweller. Filipe Balazs is the epitome of elegance and French chic. And his unique products are just a godsend for connoisseurs of
beauty. The Korean company SHINKA is one of the world leaders in the production of luxury handmade carpets. The Japanese art style
is not only internationally recognized, but is also at the peak of popularity in many countries around the world. Buying GERAN carpets
means not only getting high-quality products in full compliance with the European quality standard. Unlike most Asian factories, the
range of carpets produced by them is very large. Our collection includes more than 30 models of GERA and MIAJIN carpets, which are
distinguished primarily not only by the highest quality of the carpet, but also by its sophistication. MIAKO carpets are carpets of
amazing quality and luxury, created according to exclusive designs by world famous handicraftsmen, using expensive pile and modern
fabrics of the highest quality.
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